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Ⅰ .　Introduction
As a foreigner living and working in Japan, I have come see the sake brewery as 

one of the foundations of Japanese culture and food culture. The adaptation to climate, 
the natural cycle of rice to sake, the unique culture of sake brewers, the mastery of bac-
teria and microorganisms, the detail and precision of sake making all these things 
are representative of Japanese culture, yet remain hidden from the everyday lives of 
most Japanese.

In , I became the fi rst foreigner to participate in the national sake tasting 
competition as Niigata’s representative in Tokyo.  As part of my preparation and re-
search, I worked for a short time in  sake breweries in northern and central Niigata 
prefecture.  During these times, I lived and worked directly with traditional touji, or 
sake brewmasters. In , to promote the newly founded Niigata seishu tatsujin kentei 

shiken Niigata Sake Master Test , I became one of  honorary tatsujin masters .  As 
one of the goals of this honor was to promote Niigata sake, I began wondering what I 
could do from the standpoint of an post-secondary educator how I could turn sake 
into an educational material textbook , the brewing process into a local cultural stud-
ies syllabus. In March , I got the idea to make a college brand sake from Professor 
Takeo Koizumi of Tokyo Agricultural College, whom I met at a speech in Shibata.  He 
spoke of the Daigaku no daiginjo  project at Kyushu University, where students pro-
duced and marketed their own sake, and suggested afterwards that I do something 
similar at Keiwa.  I was inspired by this suggestion and immediately began making a 
syllabus/sake-making plan for my upcoming second year seminar.  Shortly thereafter, I 
contacted Kanemasu Brewery in Shibata and together made a one-year working plan 
to create, bottle, and locally market an original Keiwa-brand sake.
 



Ⅱ .　The Process
Our fi rst year of sake making consisted of  participatory fi eldwork events, plus 

in-class textbook and materials study.

⑴　Rice planting May
The year’s activity began with rice planting.  We joined Oretachi no sake o tsuku-

ru kai  , a community sake making group, and planted a special 
sake rice variety called gohyakumangoku in a rice paddy enclosed by mountains in the 
Sugatani area of Shibata city.  Along with my students, around  people planted rice 
on an area of  tan (approximately  square meters).  

In class during the spring semester, we studied about sake rice varieties, partic-
ularly focusing on varieties common to Niigata.  One interesting thing about varieties 
like gohyakumangoku, koshitanrei, or ippon-jimei is that they are relatively recent all 
created in the past  years and refl ect a conscious effort to create the best rice suit-
ed for the environment and sake making techniques of a particular area.  What we call 
tradition  or culture  is painstakingly created and preserved by strong human effort

it is not just something that happened a long time ago.  It is a continuing process, 
connected to contemporary society and, by a short extension, students’ lives.

⑵　Rice harvesting September
In the beginning of September, when the Niigata summer days are still hot, we 

harvested the sake rice and hung it to dry at Kanemasu Brewery.  Students learned 
traditional techniques of cutting and binding the rice from experienced local farmers. 
In total, we harvested  kg of rice, the necessary amount for our project.

⑶　KoujiKouji-making →　MoriMori  （ ） （November）
Making kouji was the point where the rice we harvested took its fi rst steps to 

becoming sake. In November, after the sake rice had been dried and polished, we en-
tered the brewery and began sake making.  From this point began an experience that 
few Japanese of any age have--and yet, this is the real Japan. Making kouji rice is a 
-step process requiring around  hours to complete.  We participated in one step, 

mori .  The kouji rice is spread out on a long, wide table, broken up, and divided 
into smaller sections to facilitate fi ne temperature control.  Mori was a important step 



for students because they could actually get involved up to their elbows in the kouji 
rice it was a very physical experience, as their own sweat joined the delicate bal-
ance of sake fl avors.  The students learned with their own hands and bodies how kouji 
is made, and through this a deeper, unspoken connection was born.  The room where 
kouji is made is called the kouji muro.  At about  degrees, it is the warmest room in 
the sake brewery, and can provide a welcome respite to the cold elsewhere.  

⑷　Mixing the primary ingredients November
The traditional  step mixing method san-dan-shikomi,  divides the 

process of combining the primary ingredients of sake rice, water, kouji and yeast  into 
three steps spread out over  days the second day, odori, is a day of rest to give the 
kouji and yeast bacteria time to propagate and gain strength .  Each day is given a 
unique name: the fi rst day is called hatsuzoe , fi rst addition , the second, 
odori , the third, nakazoe , middle addition , and the fourth, tomezoe 

, fi nal addition .  Our class participated in tomezoe, the fi nal step.  On the day, 
we carried the sake rice, which had been washed and soaked beforehand, to the koshiki 

, a large traditional vat for steaming rice.  There, the rice was steamed by the ka-

maya, the worker in charge of steaming the rice, tending to the fi re, and preparing hot 
water when necessary.  When the rice was steamed, we made hinerimochi, a traditional 
technique of checking the quality of the steaming job.

Next, we carried the steamed rice to the houreiki, a belt-conveyor driven ma-
chine for cooling the rice to the appropriate temperature and degree of moisture.  Inci-
dentally, this was one of the few motor-driven machines we used in the brewing pro-
cess our sake was almost entirely hand made.  After cooling, the rice was carried, 
two people at a time, to the small fermentation tank.  Students also carried the neces-
sary amount of water by hand, using the tame, a traditional bucket used for transport-
ing liquids. Finally, students had their fi rst chance to try stirring the new sake with 
the kai, a long pole, and also heard advice from the touji, Mr. Itoh.

⑸　Watching the moromimoromi moromi no toubanmoromi no touban）

After the fi nal addition tomezoe）, a fermentation period of nearly  weeks be-
gan.  During this time, we held our regular seminar class at the sake brewery, visiting 
the sake once a week to check its progress.  We stirred our sake using the kai and per-



formed other small jobs, checked the test data , sampled the sake（ , and 
photographed the surface of the fermenting moromi .  It was an interesting for 
my students to watch their sake change from week to week, in appearance, color, size 
of bubbles, and above all, taste.  As the sake slowly took shape over the month, stu-
dents also had the feeling that it was becoming more of their own creation.  Even the 
feeling of stirring the sake with the kai changed.  It was also a rewarding change to 
hold class at the sake brewery: every sake brewery has a unique atmosphere, and by 
studying at Kanemasu Brewery, students had the opportunity to experience this slow-
ly and refl ectively.  Brewery tours are not uncommon, but the true character of a sake 
brewery can only be absorbed through hours, weeks or years of work and refl ection
human perception attuned to the pace of fermentation.

⑹　Pressing jousoujousou） December
Near the end of December, just before Keiwa College’s winter vacation, we 

pressed the fermented sake in a traditional process known as jousou.  The moromi fer-
menting/fermented sake） is poured into bags called sakebukuro.  Next, the top of the bag 
is folded over and whole thing is laid it into the fune, a large metal bin where the 
pressing takes place.  Each bag holds about  liters of fermented moromi.  After placing 
all the sakebukuro into the fune, the touji opened the spout on the bottom and our fresh-
ly pressed sake came gushing out like a mountain spring.  Seeing their sake for the fi rst 
time,  months after planting the rice, was a moving experience for the students.  We 
fi nally tasted the product of our year’s work.  The students were impressed drink-
ing with near complete knowledge of what had gone into making the sake.  After the 
pressing was complete, we transferred the sake to a large tank.  When the sake had set-
tled for a few days, Kanemasu fi ltered, pasteurized and bottled it for us.  We now had 

 small bottles of Keiwa sake to introduce into the community.

⑺　Naming and labeling （January）
The brand name, Keiwa no sake Wa  was developed by the stu-

dents in class over the course of several brainstorming sessions.  In December, when I 
first suggested thinking of a name for our sake, students replied that they couldn’t 
name the sake because they hadn’t fi nished it yet.  They hadn’t tasted it.  They hadn’t 
seen its face, so they couldn’t name it.  After the pressing process, when students 



knew the taste, we began the deciding process.  Every student submitted at least one 
idea for a name/concept, then all were discussed and debated in class.  The student 
who suggested wa said that this hiragana wa contains both Keiwa’s wa the same wa 
used in the Japanese word for peace  and the wa denoting a connection between peo-
ple.  As one of our goals was to use this sake as a way of making deeper connections 
with Shibata, this concept was chosen by the class.

Next, we worked on the label design.  I brought in many examples of sake labels, 
old and new, from in Niigata and around Japan.  We talked about the role of a sake la-
bel, what a label should convey with respect to sake.  What is the label saying, about 
what, and to whom?  We wanted a design that would appeal to young people in their 
early s, yet not be too light.  In the end, we used a photograph we had taken at the 
rice planting as a background, and overlaid the hiragana character  over it in such 
a way that the students in the photo appear to be walking inside the character.  Then, 
we checked with Kanemasu brewery about what data we needed to include on the bot-
tle in order to sell it legally.  Finally, the seminar students and I all sat down at the 
computer together and fi nished the design.  We printed it ourselves, took the labels to 
Kanemasu Brewery, and applied the labels to the fi rst  bottles by hand as a way of 
seeing them off what had become our children  into the world.

⑻　Marketing and selling the sakesake

In April, , our sake went on sale, exactly one year after the project had be-
gun.  The price was determined by Kanemasu brewery   yen for a  ml bottle.  
Thanks to help from Kanemasu, we were able to distribute and sell our sake at  local 
sake shops in Shibata city.  Initial contact to the shops was made by Kanemasu, but  
months after selling started, seminar student teams visited each of the participating 
sake shops to ask how the sake was selling, what kind of opinions the customers had, 
and any advice shop owners might have to improve the product in the future.  During 
the summer, as a result of this fi eldwork, students created a map of shops in the city 
where our sake was available.

Students also created original advertising materials for their sake.  In order to 
sell sake made by college students, especially by humanities students, a persuasive 
narrative is necessary.  In the fi rst place, student-made sake is not particularly unusu-
al, but it is more typically in the realm of agricultural science or brewing departments 



A sake made by cultural studies students is still a somewhat rare; in that sense, we felt 
the need to create a new kind of story, one that placed sake making fi rmly in the fi eld 
of local cultural studies.  The success of our sake depended on the recognition of sake as 
culture.

Our fi rst appeal was to people connected to our college other students, semi-
nar students’ friends, family, staff, and graduates.  We were fortunate to get newspa-
per coverage in Niigata Nippou and the Japan Agricultural News, which in turn led to In-
ternet exposure.  We found quickly that selling and marketing the sake was the most 
difficult step, and was the area where we had the most to learn.  Looking back, it 
seems that we could have marketed the sake more effectively.

Ⅲ .　SakeSake as an educational material
As an educator, my approach to the project was to treat a bottle of sake as both a 

textbook and a local cultural artifact.  One bottle incorporates history, culture, craft 
and technique, science, the culinary arts, design and writing title and label , as well 
as business and economic aspects.  In that to fully understand sake, we must examine 
all these things individually and likewise be brought to a greater understanding of 
their combined interaction it is the ultimate comprehensive study tool. Approaching 
sake as an educational material for a local studies syllabus, I identifi ed three general 
areas of emphasis: Environmental study, agricultural study, and the study of Japanese 
craftsmen culture in the case of sake making, touji）.

Through the combined study of agriculture and local food culture, we can fi nd 
the connection of sake to rice farming, and to the development of new varieties.  This 
leads to a consideration of Niigata’s climate and it effect on the resulting food culture.  
For example, Niigata’s long sunlight hours make it ideal for producing rice suited to 
sake making, while the shorter winter sunlight hours help create the low temperatures 
necessary for brewing Niigata’s representative tanrei taste.  Likewise, Niigata’s heavy 
snowfall has the effect of cleansing the air of airborne impurities which could other-
wise spoil the sake.

Above all, the consideration of sake as a cultural representative leads us to the 
role of microorganisms, particularly kouji, yeast, and lactobacillus.  For example, sev-
eral key Japanese fermented foods are produced from kouji particularly yellow kouji）, 
which can only grow well in this particular environment Japanese people, Japanese 



climate, Japanese bacteria collaborate to create Japanese fermented food culture.  We 
began our sake making seminar with the question, Why do Japanese drink sake?  
This quickly leads to others: Why do Japanese eat natto?  Or, more to the point, why 
don’t Americans eat it?   Looking at these questions from the cultural position of cli-
mate and microorganisms, we can respond that it is not simply a matter of taste, but 
because the traditional production of these foods is only possible in one place.  And with-
out careful preservation and observation of that place, and the climate, life and people 
attached to it, that food culture will be irrevocably destroyed.  Sake as culture arises 
from the inevitability of a place.

In addition to a variety of cultural studies, students also have a chance to par-
ticipate in the community and develop social and communication skills that may help 
them in job hunting.  This one year sake making project was an invitation for students 
to vote with their bodies for something that is more alive than they had ever imag-
ined, to join in a system where their choices actually mean something, where they 
could see and feel the effects of their choices directly.

There are four key concepts that I wanted to convey to students in this project:

⑴  The value of taking responsibility for the creation of something from beginning to 
end.

⑵ The inherent, non-transferable value of work and of making something together.
⑶  The act of becoming a cultural participant, joining in the creation rather than 

simple preservation  of a culture that is alive and dependent upon each partici-
pant.

⑷  The mastery of words that can only describe this place if we don’t know where 
something comes from, then we have given up caring about (and being able to un-
derstand) that place.  Likewise, if we don’t care about that place, we can’t com-
pletely care for our own place, either.  A humanities education centered on local 
cultural studies can supply the beginnings of the necessary vocabulary for under-
standing and reconciliation.

Students began the project at , still largely unacquainted with alcohol.  By 
the time the sake was bottled, they had all become .  They could legally drink, yet 
few of them would choose sake.  Through this project, students created the sake which 



accompanied them into adulthood.  The fi rst sake they drank as adults  and citizens  
was their own sake.  Besides producing future sake fans and supporters of local Niigata 
sake, I hope that it created a memorable experience and will serve as a symbol of what 
kind of adult, what kind of community member and cultural participant, they will be-
come.  I hope the students can use their own sake as a key to the human community 
they are set to enter.

Ⅳ .　Implications and potential of the project
Small-scale sake making connected to the concept of shin-do-fu-ji , that 

is, the Japanese idea that the soil and the body are not separate.  Water, rice, clean 
air, bacteria the same things that nourish humans also create a symbiotically relat-
ed, distinctive Niigata food culture.  At the same time, local sake (jizake) is a represen-
tative local food.  The rice is grown locally, the water is local, and the yeast and koji 
are cultivated by touji in the breweries.  Even the brewing techniques themselves are 
unique to Niigata, passed down from the Echigo touji and adapted to Niigata’s particu-
lar climate and resources.

The study of sake as a culturally relevant, representative local product leads 
students to the fundamental challenge of ensuring or increasing food safety through 
local production, building connections between consumers and makers.  Food safety  
cannot come simply from a label, or even from a government certification system. 
Through an active, locally-based connection, the role of consumer  can be redefi ned 
to incorporate a new understanding of locally-produced food such as sake not simply as 
epicureans or consumers, but as partners and participants in production.  Producing lo-
cally, rather than simply eating locally, is a key: making  naturally leads to consum-
ing , but the opposite may not be true.  Knowing a farmer’s face  is not enough for 
that, a camera is enough.  We need to join with the farmer in the annual win or lose 
battle that is agriculture.  We have to wake up with the farmer at  AM; we have to 
lose sleep with the farmer over concern for the rice crop.

Although many young people in Niigata may have had the experience of plant-
ing rice as part of comprehensive studies  in elementary or junior high 
school, few children or young adults from non-farming families have much experience 
after that.  This is an educational problem, since rice planting, like any meaningful 
agricultural act, cannot be fully or even partly understood after doing it just once.  



Furthermore, the understanding of a child, the understanding of an adolescent, and 
the understanding of a young adult are all different even while doing ostensibly the 
same work, the meaning that is carried away in the heart differs according to age and 
development.

Thus, one thing I regret about this process of sake making is that students could 
not be fully involved in the rice’s growth.  Although planting and harvesting are inter-
esting, important, and cultural meaningful steps, students missed out on the caring 
stage in-between, the careful watching and day-to-day sense of judgment necessary to 
see a crop through to its end.  Of course, it can be said that this is a larger problem 
with comprehensive studies programs in Japan in general.  There is a need for a food 
education that provides deeper, and perhaps more dangerous, experiences where 
our actions or lack of actions, good or bad farming techniques, can decide whether we 
succeed or fail.  The joy in creating, the satisfaction of harvest, is balanced against the 
relief that we did not fail, the fear, now passed, of what might have been.  Without this 
anxiety, perhaps students will not completely feel that this is their crop.  

I would like students to be able to spend a few days, even a week or a month in 
a sake brewery.  I had this experience when I worked at the three sake breweries and it 
changed my perception of sake absolutely.  In the craft of fermentation as well as in ag-
riculture, the work at hand cannot be ignored, and there is no escape.  It doesn’t mat-
ter if it is cold, if we are tired, or sick the kouji and yeast neither know nor under-
stand this.  They are not waiting for humans.  If the touji fails to follow through,  
hours a day, the sake will fail, and all will be lost.  

Ultimately, for a human being it is really only possible to intimately understand 
a small area of land a few rice fi elds, a river, a small factory.  Even every small sake 
brewery has its own distinct personality and history, its own particular community of 
bacteria and microorganisms that cannot be reproduced.  For this reason, what works 
in one sake brewery may not work in another.  Sake making is a student’s fi rst invita-
tion into a unique community; it is a cultural project aimed at creating local citizens, 
community members.  Furthermore, as a kind of food education  for college stu-
dents, the goal is to foster knowledgeable citizens and consumers, members of a com-
munity connected by food production, with a shared understanding of local culture 
based on san-do-fu-ji.  In this lies one of the most compelling ongoing potentials of local 
brands  created by college students.
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